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MAGNIFICENT S. S. FRANCE... a new experience in ocean travel
She opens a new world of luxury for all. New grand luxe First Class. New concept of Tourist Class with hundreds of single and double cabins with bath.

On the France, First Class achieves a new level of gracious living. In the luxury of its appointments, its cabins and services, it is truly grand luxe.

And on the France, you can forget the traditional Tourist Class where passengers were crowded into the least desirable part of the ship, in cabins shared with others. On the France, all-walled cabins in spacious comfort and privacy. A private stateroom for you and your wife. In the France, the largest ocean liner ever built, you will find 1,500 staterooms - all-separate, all-serviceable, all-designed by France's greatest architects and interior decorators. France's largest ocean liner ever built.

As a tribute to the luxurious new ocean liner, the S.S. France, the internationally famous composer, Jimmy Kennedy, who has given the world such outstanding popular song hits as Red Sails in the Sunset, The Isle of Capri, Harbor Lights, and South of the Border, was commissioned to write this charming waltz number, FRANCE.

side one:
FRANCE (by Jimmy Kennedy) performed especially for this recording by THE ROGER WAGNER CHORALE

side two:
PAREE! from the Capitol album, "La Belle France" CARMEN DRAGON conducting the Capitol Symphony Orchestra

YOU WILL ALSO ENJOY THESE CAPITOL ALBUMS BY THESE TWO GREAT ARTISTS:

This is a 7"-33 1/3 R.P.M. Recording.
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